School Turnaround in
Chicago Public Schools

DISTRICT BACKGROUND 2010-11:

High School Turnaround Model
OVERVIEW

Enrollment

400K students

$/Pupil

$11,500

% Free & Reduced Lunch

84%

% Special Education

12%

% English Language Learners

14%

Year Turnaround Program Initiated
2008
Chicago Public Schools began its turnaround
# of Turnaround Schools
program in 2008, when it selected its first

K-8
12
group of four schools for turnaround. The

High
5
district took a dual approach to turnaround,
managing the turnaround of some schools
internally under a “turnaround” model, and
partnering with the Academy for Urban
School Leadership (AUSL) to manage others under a “restart” model. The district formed a turnaround
office called the Office of School Improvement (OSI) to manage both the internal turnaround schools and
the relationship with AUSL. In 2010-11, OSI managed three turnaround high schools and two turnaround
elementary schools. AUSL manages 12 total schools, two high schools and ten elementary schools. This case
will review OSI’s internal high school turnaround model, currently implemented at Harper, Fenger, and
Marshall High schools. The schools entered turnaround in 2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively.

While any school scoring less than one third of the possible points in the district’s school performance
framework is eligible for turnaround, Chicago’s high school turnaround work to date has focused on the very
lowest-performing of the district’s 642 schools. All high schools are state-designated “Tier 1” schools,
performing in the bottom 5 percent of high schools in Illinois.
In 2010-11, CPS expanded its turnaround work to eight additional schools under a three-year SIG grant. The
grant is being used to create a third district model for turnaround called “transformation,” which targets
schools with somewhat less intensive needs, and implements selected aspects of the full turnaround design
based on a detailed assessment. Four transformation schools are managed internally and four through
partnerships with EMOs (America’s Choice and the University of Chicago).
TURNAROUND PROGRAM RESULTS TO DATE
Fenger and Harper High Schools entered turnaround status in 2009-10. At the end of their first year, they had
significant gains on early indicators like attendance, the number of freshman on track, and the one-year dropout rate. Results are below, as compared to other Tier 1 high schools.
Measure

CPS Turnaround High Schools

Other CPS Tier 1 High Schools

One-year drop-out rate

- 7.5 percentage points

- 3.3 percentage points

Percent of freshmen on-track to
graduate

+ 28 percentage points

+ 14 percentage points

Attendance rate

+ 16 percentage points

+ 3 percentage points
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DISTRICT TURNAROUND PHILOSOPHY
AND APPROACH

Key Aspects of Turnaround Approach


Flexibility with clear accountability for turnaround
operators

Several principles are evident in OSI’s

Standardization for scalability
approach to turnaround. First, the turnaround

Customization of approach based on shared
manager—whether OSI, AUSL, or any other
decision-making
partner—must have complete flexibility from

Rigorous data analysis to guide support,
district constraints, but also be held
monitoring, and decision-making
accountable for a rigorous definition of

Sustainable funding levels appropriate to schools’
success. Second, the effort must be scalable:
needs
Chicago has a large number of schools in
need of turnaround intervention, with 37 of
the state’s 40 Tier 1 high schools. Third, all efforts must be based on continuous collection and analysis of
data around what’s working. Fourth, strong relationships are a key lever to accomplishing difficult turnaround
work. And finally, turnaround efforts must be funded at a level appropriate to meet intensive school and
student need. These principles have guided the district’s approach to designing a successful turnaround
environment.
Flexibility with clear accountability. OSI operates with greater flexibility than a typical “area” or zone of
schools in Chicago (although OSI and all CPS turnaround operators are subject to the standard teacher union
contract). To accommodate greater flexibility, the district has had to actively remove constraints from
turnaround schools. For example, turnaround high schools no longer use CPS special education personnel so
that they can manage their own special education staff. And the OSI chief has direct access to the district
CEO to resolve issues as they arise. Ensuring operator flexibility has also meant that the district has had to
provide the OSI with political backing to ensure they are able to take dramatic action and break
organizational norms without fear of backlash. For example, in the early days of turnaround in CPS, the
union organized a heavy protest at the Board meeting where turnaround was being discussed. The CEO
prepared the Board for this, and the decision to turn schools around was unanimous despite a very large
protest. The compliment to this flexibility is a high degree of accountability to a clear vision of success on an
ambitious but achievable timeline. CPS believes it will take four to six years to get to full and sustainable
success, but has defined leading indicators to measure success in years one to three (see Appendix A for CPS
indicators of turnaround success).
Standardization for scalability with customization based on shared decision-making. To ensure
successful turnaround is scalable across a large number of schools, OSI works to define a single standardized
school model that is very clear about what successful turnaround looks like (see Appendix B for description
of OSI turnaround model). While this means schools have less flexibility to define approach, OSI head Don
Fraynd distinguishes this from a traditional top-down control dynamic:
We don’t view it so much as control as all being members of one team and working on the major decisions together.
We are much more prescriptive than regular schools and that has led to some tension. But we very much have a
family dynamic among us and we work it out.
Ultimately, the OSI team works in collaboration with school leaders to come to consensus on most decisions
around people, time, money, and program. A detailed staffing map lays out positions at a school and clarifies
expectations around each role; training videos codify the specific practices expected in each position. Student
2
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and teacher time is organized according to a common expectation of an A-B block schedule, and specific
configurations of teacher meetings define the scheduling and use of teacher planning time. Budgets are
ultimately decided by OSI. Many aspects of programming at the school—the assessment system, the behavior
management system, advisory, the teaching-effectiveness framework—are defined by OSI.
Yet while OSI has worked to clarify a key set of non-negotiables, school-level flexibility has been preserved in
two key ways to ensure the overall approach is customized to unique school context. First, because OSI has a
high degree of flexibility, non-negotiables are easily waived in the context of OSI managers’ relationships with
school leaders. Thus, many decisions on customization of approach are worked out directly with school
leaders who make a good case for why a particular aspect of turnaround strategy should be adjusted at their
school. Second, leaders, teachers, and staff are expected to use data to design unique tactics within areas of
strategy. For example, attendance deans across all schools are expected to put attendance incentives into
place, but the incentives themselves will vary based on student interest data and success of past strategies.
OSI works constantly to ensure the turnaround model evolves in response to lessons learned by those doing
the work at the school level. For example, managers facilitate year-end post-mortems each summer on every
aspect of the model. Twice a year, faculty and staff are surveyed to pinpoint key successes and opportunities
for improvement.
Moving forward, as OSI grows to a greater number of turnaround schools with differing levels of need, there
will be a greater level of customization of strategy based on school context. For the eight transformation
schools recently added, OSI hired a third party evaluator to do a deep-needs assessment. Data from these
assessments are being used to customize supports for each school.
Rigorous data analysis to guide, support, and monitor decision-making. OSI manages all support and
monitoring for turnaround schools. To effectively support the standardized approach, a dedicated manager
oversees each area of turnaround strategy (e.g., teaching and learning, climate and culture). A Director of
High School Strategy and Execution supervises the implementation of high school strategy across all areas,
while the Chief Officer of OSI directly manages the development of strategy and vision, and supervises
turnaround principals. OSI also has two positions dedicated to supporting the use of data to drive decisionmaking.
A school-performance management system sets clear expectations for effectiveness, monitors against those
expectations, and deploys support. Specific metrics have been identified that measure effective
implementation of strategy and desired results. And each metric is attached to specific positions at the school
such that every staff member has measurable goals for which he or she is accountable (e.g., the AP of
Curriculum and Instruction is accountable for student growth on benchmark assessments). Protocols define
how data should be used—staff members meet together with at least one expert/supervisor at a specified
frequency to analyze data and plan action. OSI is currently developing data dashboards for every position to
assist staff in monitoring the key metrics.
The OSI team uses school monitoring to create transparency around key strengths and issue areas such that
successes can be identified and supports can be appropriately deployed. School principals meet with the Chief
Officer of OSI weekly on a 15-minute “state of the area” conference call. Prior to the state of the area call,
each principal has reviewed key school-level metrics with his or her leadership team and updated any metrics
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on the school’s data dashboard that need to be hand-entered. During the call, each school presents briefly on
the status of the school-level metrics, discussing strategies already identified to address weaknesses, and
getting support where strategies have not already been identified. Managers of specific areas of turnaround
strategy also meet regularly with their corresponding school-level supervisors to have similar discussions. OSI
uses the data presented in these meetings to make decisions about how to deploy supports.
Funding. CPS’ turnaround funding for the three high schools provides the bulk of additional resources in
the first three years, scaling back funding in years four and five. In order to support sustained improvement,
CPS maintains 10 percent of the additional funding indefinitely.
SCHOOL TURNAROUND ELEMENTS
Great leadership. CPS decides on a school-by-school basis whether or not to replace the existing leader
when a school is turned around. Existing leaders and candidates are evaluated on the basis of turnaround
leadership competencies that the district developed in collaboration with the Chicago Public Education
Fund.1 To date, two of the three school leaders at the high school level have been replaced. The third had
started at her school the year prior to turnaround, and stayed on to lead the turnaround effort. The two new
leaders hired were both internal candidates, and had either been trained on the model as an AP in an existing
turnaround school or as a member of the OSI team. The pay scale for turnaround principals is the same as
for other CPS principals, but starting in 2011-12, they are eligible for a bonus of up to $10,000 per year based
on their achievement of performance targets.
CPS turnaround principals are supported by the school-based leadership team. Turnaround schools receive
an additional assistant principal position (on top of the one allocated to all schools), and so have one AP that
leads teaching and learning and another who is responsible for student development and intervention. In
addition, a position is created to manage the school schedule and coordinate assessments. Finally, in the first
several years, there is one disciplinary dean allotted per 250 students to manage the implementation of
behavior management and school-culture systems and routines.
The release of turnaround schools from all central controls and mandates as discussed above has been a key
condition for effective leadership. Because all mandates and supports come from OSI, they are part of one
unified turnaround model; this eliminates time that leaders would spend managing central bureaucracy or
complying with disjointed mandates.
Productive school culture. OSI head Don Fraynd describes efforts to rebuild culture as taking a “carrotand-stick” approach. Starting on day one of school, there is a crackdown on student behaviors out of synch
with a culture of teaching and learning. Hallways are cleared by security personnel the minute each period
begins. The response to infractions against the student code of conduct is escalated to signal raised behavioral
expectations, and an in-school suspension program ensures students do not miss instructional time due to
disciplinary consequences. Discipline records and transcripts are analyzed to identify students with chronic
discipline issues, and families are brought in for targeted conversations. The entire school staff is responsible
for implementing the consistent behavior practices, rituals, and routines that they learn during a three-week
training prior to the start of school. There is a rigorous focus on getting students to school with resources
devoted to designing and implementing strategies like calling families and hiring student advocates to knock
1

For paper on competencies, see: http://www.eed.state.ak.us/stim/pdf/Turnaround_Leader_Competencies.pdf
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on fellow students’ doors. To manage this work, CPS invests in one additional dean per 250 students, three
in-school suspension staff, and additional security staff.
The “carrot” in the OSI strategy is the simultaneous investment in a warm and welcoming school
environment where students want to be. Students are surveyed early in the year on their interests, and clubs
and before- and after-school activities are formed in response. Attendance incentives are created to encourage
students to come to school. One of the most successful activities has been before-school basketball, which
does double-duty as a culture-builder and attendance incentive. Schools receive $125 per student in additional
funding for activities, and an activities director is hired for coordination. In addition, a community resource
coordinator in each building works to gather community support for activities.
Additionally, school buildings are renovated so that when students return to their school in the fall, they feel
like it’s a different (and nicer) place. To date, turnaround plans have been coordinated with district facilities
plan such that resources are available for updates.
Social and emotional support. As school-wide culture is improved, high-risk students are also identified
and wrapped into social and emotional supports. Groups of teachers that share the same students meet for 90
minutes on weekly early-release days to identify students in need of support. These students are referred to
the school’s care team, which manages available social and emotional supports including peace circles, an
anger-management program, and a trauma-recovery intervention. Student schedules are reorganized as
needed to make time for the delivery of social and emotional supports either during lunch, after-school, or
during a non-core course. The care team at a school of approximately 1,000 students would include six social
worker/counselor positions and a psychologist. Finally, CPS turnaround schools have partnered with Umoja
Student Development Corporation to train teachers to lead an advisory period that meets for 15 minutes four
days a week, and for 45 minutes one day a week.
Teams of teachers with the skills, expertise, and support to meet student needs. To ensure all adults in
the building are on board with a renewed culture, all staff members employed at the school prior to
turnaround are terminated, and a rigorous and comprehensive effort is undertaken to rewrite all job
descriptions and fill positions (key steps of the hiring process are included in Appendix C). OSI spends three
weeks prior to the start of school training the new staff (every staff member is included), establishing
common routines, building specific skills around behavior management, and developing relationships with
students, families, and the community.
While the focus of teacher development in the first semester is on behavior management, school culture, and
relationships, a deep focus on developing instructional capacity begins in the second semester. Three coaches
are in place in each turnaround school in years one to three (at a typical school of 1,000 this comes out to
approximately one coach for every 18 teachers) and teachers are observed by a coach at least once every two
to three weeks. Following each observation, coaches provide feedback in a one-on-one meeting. In the first
year of turnaround, two of the three coaches are devoted to behavior and classroom management, while in
subsequent years, the focus of all coaches shifts to instructional excellence. Academic department chairs
(ADC) are teacher-leaders who head school-wide content areas and also observe teachers within their
departments regularly and provide feedback. (Turnaround schools have one additional teacher Full-Time
Equivalent (FTE) to provide ADC release time.) All observation data are captured in online coaching logs—
accessed by principals, assistant principals, coaches and ADCs—which support alignment across the multiple
experts involved in an individual teacher’s development.
Chicago Public Schools Case Study
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ADCs also lead collaborative planning time: Teachers meet two times per week for 90 minutes to plan
curriculum and instruction, once as an academic department team (e.g., math), and once as a smaller course
team (e.g., Algebra 1). During these meetings, teachers are developing and analyzing assessments and
planning instruction. The content of meetings is laid out week by week in a Professional Learning Plan (PLP)
developed by the Assistant Principal for Curriculum and Instruction in collaboration with the Curriculum and
Instruction Governance Group led by the OSI Manager of Teaching and Learning. Coaches often attend to
support specific aspects of content (see teacher schedule in Appendix D for full teacher schedule).
In addition to job-embedded support delivered through coaching and collaborative time, all teachers attend
full-day professional development sessions run by OSI every six weeks. OSI coaches design a series of
sessions on these days and teachers opt into sessions that feel relevant for them. OSI’s long-term vision is
that teachers will be matched to sessions based on evidence of need within coaching logs.
There are several major tools and frameworks in place in CPS turnaround schools to support teaching and
learning. First, CPS turnaround schools are piloting (together with a group of about 100 other schools) the
new Teaching 4 Learning framework that the district has developed as a measure of teaching effectiveness.
While due to the union contract the teacher evaluation of record must be the union-approved evaluation,
because OSI schools build an all-new staff, they have been able to use the hiring process to select teachers
who are open to using the Teaching 4 Learning framework and assessment data to openly evaluate, reflect on,
and improve their teaching.
Also, all OSI schools use an interim assessment system—students take quarterly benchmark assessments and
teachers design and give assessments at halfway points between interims. An online assessment portal
supports assessment development along with data reporting and analysis. This portal is being linked to a
lesson plan database so that teachers can pull lessons to teach specific skills as they build assessments or
analyze data. Schools receive an additional half of a position to help coordinate assessments.
Additional time and individual attention in core academic subjects for students who have fallen
behind. Due to the large concentration of students in CPS turnaround schools who are behind, it is critical
that students’ core instructors are able to provide individualized daily instruction. To this end, all core content
(math, English, social studies, and science) periods are lengthened to 90 minutes on an A/B schedule, giving
teachers longer to dig into content with students, assess, regroup, and re-teach skills (see Appendix D for full
student schedule). This schedule also increases total instructional time by minimizing time spent passing
between classes. Teachers receive training on how to utilize 90-minute periods effectively, and course team
and department meetings are used to analyze student data to differentiate instruction. All students also receive
additional time on reading, which is taught through the social science curriculum. Reading teachers participate
in social science collaborative planning to support integration of reading instruction.
Any struggling student can be referred to the acceleration lab, where two dedicated teachers (one teacher per
500 students) use a diverse set of technology-based instructional tools to address weaknesses. Students are
taken out of electives to attend the lab for six to eight weeks, at which point progress is assessed and the
intervention plan is revised. Support is also available through after-school programming. Students are
identified for additional support in the core during the same shared student-teacher meetings used to identify
students for social and emotional support. Freshmen are specifically targeted for additional time and
attention: All freshmen take one extra 90-minute block of math and English (instead of two of the three
6
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electives in the typical schedule), giving students extra time and reducing teacher load (the number of unique
students for whom each teacher is responsible). Freshman who test below the 6th grade reading level take
Read 180 instead of a second English class. Three additional teachers are hired to teach Read 180, and class
sizes are lowered from the average of 27 to 18. Finally, students who are behind in credits can take online
credit-recovery courses in place of electives or after-school and Saturday classes to get back on track for
graduation. Schools receive one teacher for every 500 students for credit recovery courses.
FUNDING
CPS’ three current turnaround high schools receive an additional $3,900 per pupil on average in year one (this
includes school-level resources and OSI supports). This investment scales back over the course of turnaround
to 80 percent of the total starting in year three, 50 percent in year four, and 25 percent in year five. Ten
percent of the total funding level is maintained indefinitely to support sustained improvement (see Appendix
E for staffing model by year of turnaround for a school of 1,000 students). Per-pupil funding levels are
consistent across the three current schools, though total funding varies with size. Most of the additional FTE
in turnaround schools are allocated on the basis of student enrollment (e.g., one dean per 250 students).
Historically, turnaround efforts in the three turnaround high schools have been funded through grants and
district funding. Due to CPS’s current deficit, a larger share of overall funding is shifting to grants. Much of
the grant funding comes from the federal School Improvement Grant program, but other grants are also
leveraged for specialty areas where applicable. For example, the 21st Century Learning Grant generated
$300,000 for two schools, a drop-out prevention grant generates $1 million for two schools, and a small
federal professional development grant generates about $110,000 per year.
SUSTAINABILITY AND IMPACT
Sustainability of turnaround improvement:
As discussed above, to ensure sustained
improvement, CPS deliberately and gradually
phases out supports starting in year three but
funds schools indefinitely at 10 pecent of the
year-one investment (approximately $390
additional dollars per student). How this scaleback of support will be managed in a way that
sustains improvement is a topic of the summer
turnaround leadership retreat.

Turnaround school design non-negotiables


Staffing plan



Budget



A/B block schedule



Double time in reading and math for freshmen,
with reading intervention for struggling readers



Data-driven structure for decision-making, with
explicit protocols and metrics



Interim assessments & backward instructional
planning



Teaching 4 Learning framework for teacher
effectiveness

District-wide impact: Much of the effort to
expand impact district-wide has been around

Collaborative planning in course and
department teams
ensuring the OSI model is scalable to other
low-performing schools. To this end, the OSI

Student intervention planning in grade-level
teams
team works with school-level staff to codify
every aspect of the model into operations

Boys Town behavior management program
manuals called “product packages.” Also,
specific expectations around strategies and
practices related to various positions are being formalized into online training courses. A project manager
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facilitates these development processes by working with highly effective school-level staff to document what
they are doing. An ARRA-funded technology project will pull these tools together with OSI’s data
dashboards and other professional development offerings to create a digital portal that knows a person’s role
and serves up the products, professional development, and data needed for his or her work. Finally, in some
cases, the turnaround environment has been used to pilot new tools such as its new framework for teaching
effectiveness that will eventually be available district-wide.
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Profile: Fenger High School
OVERVIEW

FENGER: QUICK FACTS

Fenger High School opened as a turnaround
school in the fall of 2009. At the close of the
year prior to turnaround, just 3 percent of
students met or exceeded standards, attendance
was 68 percent, and 40 percent of freshmen
were on-track to graduate. The year got off to
an inauspicious start: Just a few weeks after
classes began, a Fenger student was beaten to
death a mile from school in an incident related
to a feud between two gang factions at Fenger.
It was captured on video and gained national
notoriety as a symbol of youth violence.

 SCHOOL TYPE: Comprehensive High School
 GRADES: 9-12
 LOCATION: Chicago, IL
 SIZE: 900 students
 DEMOGRAPHICS: 95% low-income, 99%
African-American, 19% special education
 SCHOOL DAY: 6.5 hours/day (8:00 a.m. –
2:35 p.m.)
 AVERAGE CORE CLASS SIZE: 27 students

]

Liz Dozier was appointed as the principal of Fenger three days prior to its opening as a turnaround school in
September of 2009. She was already familiar with both the OSI turnaround approach and Fenger, having
been an assistant principal at OSI’s first turnaround school and a member of the OSI start-up team at Fenger.
Ms. Dozier knew the greatest challenges she would have to overcome at Fenger: Walking the halls the
previous February, she had witnessed very little evidence of teaching and learning, and no instructional
coherence. There had been a lack of order and structure in the school—hundreds of students were still
walking the hallway after the bell had rung, often smoking inside the building, and there was little sense of
school community. Students and staff didn’t share a sense of ownership over the school culture and its
outcomes.
IMPLEMENTATION OF DISTRICT STRATEGY
Culture, community, and student supports. Bringing in an all-new staff was one part of the effort to build
a new school culture, community, and set of routines and systems. Once the new staff was in place, Ms.
Dozier and her team put detailed protocols into place around daily routines to tackle Fenger’s challenges
related to order and structure. For example, music plays over the intercom system while students are moving
between classes. Any student not in class 30 seconds after the music stops is brought to one location by staff
members and a consequence is issued. This upbeat approach has reduced hallway loitering from close to
1,000 incidents of loitering per day to fewer than ten per day.
Teachers meet weekly in three different ways to address the complex nature of academic and other socialemotional needs. Teachers participate in: Content Area Team Meetings, where they discuss academic data,
student work, trends, etc.; Grade-Level Team Meetings, where they discuss and develop plans to ensure
students’ academic progress; and Course Team Meetings, where teachers of the same content area and gradelevel gather to plan lessons and develop strategies to teach specific content. These three meetings have been
useful as an aid to continuously focus teachers on the work at hand and provide them with support systems
embedded into the regular school practice and rhythm.
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A robust student-support system has been essential to address students’ social-emotional needs. Care Team, a
dedicated group of counselors and other related team members, meet weekly to discuss students who are
referred for services by school staff. These students are matched with appropriate social-emotional services,
and the team then monitors individual students’ success. Selected students attend trauma groups, anger
management classes in the counseling department, or receive related social-emotional services. These smallgroup meetings are scheduled before and after school and during lunch. Students are rarely pulled out of class
for more intensive one-on-one services; when this is necessary, counselors try to pull students out of classes
they are doing well in so that it will be easier for them to make up any work they missed. Ms. Dozier credits
these student-support efforts, along with a host of other academic and culture climate initiatives, with an
overall reduction in serious incidents at the school (see teaching effectiveness below). In her first year, there
were 3,591 misconduct incidents and 400 arrests; in year two that number was reduced by over 80 percent.
Fenger staff also created partnerships to ensure students’ physical health needs are also addressed. The
neighborhood has the second highest rate of STD infection in the Chicago area. In addition to connecting
students with health resources and supports, the school has partnered with the Center for Disease Control to
give all students the opportunity to be tested for and educated on health-related issues, including STDs. The
Fenger staff also formed a Safe Sex Committee to continuously educate students throughout the course of
the school year on health-related issues. Partnerships have also been created to address teeth cleaning and
other physical needs.
Students, staff, and community members have worked over the past two years to build a strong school
community that honors its students. Artist and Fenger alumni Carolyn Elaine helped students create a mural
covering on one of the walls of the cafeteria entitled Choose Your Own Legacy, and it was designed based on
students’ research of their own genealogy, as well as topics covered in peace circles held to discuss
community issues. This spring, Fenger held a “Half Cap” ceremony to celebrate the efforts of sophomores
who were passing all their classes and had earned enough credits to be on track for graduation.
Teaching effectiveness. While bringing in an entirely new staff was an opportunity to create culture and
community from the ground up, it also meant a large portion of the staff was new to teaching, and almost all
were new to the turnaround environment. A massive training effort was necessary—on everything from the
school’s Boys Town behavior-management system to how to work successfully as a team of teachers.
Teacher-development time was also spent on getting to know the community. At one early training session,
staff participated in a workshop on common myths and truths about the neighborhood.
Collaborative-planning time is a major venue for ongoing teacher development—the content of weekly
department team meetings and smaller course-team meetings varies with the instructional cycle. Teachers
begin by assessing data (either from an interim assessment or common teacher-created assessment), then plan
instruction, then assess mastery, and then the cycle begins again. Each content-area’s respective Academic
Department Chair attends all department team meetings. He or she is responsible for working with teachers
on data analysis and instructional planning skills, as well as offering concrete suggestions around instructional
practice and pedagogy. Especially in the first years of turnaround, when Ms. Dozier’s attention has often been
focused on issues of culture, climate, and relationship-building, it has been critical that the Assistant Principal
of Curriculum and Instruction (AP of C & I) play a strong leadership role as the “coach of coaches,” helping
Academic Department Chairs around how to best support teachers. This year Ms. Dozier, a National Board–
Certified Math teacher, has put the bulk of her efforts into the school-wide teaching and learning strategy and
10
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toward ensuring coherence within academic departments. She also started teaching an 11th grade math class to
ensure that she is fully immersed in the curriculum.
As at all OSI schools, professional development is delivered on Wednesdays, early-release days for students.
During this time, teachers either receive professional development on related topics or meet within PODS
(grade-level teams) to discuss and formulate plans for individual students’ academic progress. The
Instructional Leadership Team uses coaching logs (Sharepoint-tracked data of classroom observations and
post-conferences) to assess teachers’ needs and design workshops. Teacher teams visit other schools to
observe instructional practice, and nine teachers in the past two years have pursued National Board
Certification. Through a partnership originally formed with National Louis University, new teachers are
assigned an experienced mentor, and meet for small group dinners to talk about “hot topics” —common
instructional challenges. Ms. Dozier and Fenger’s Assistant Principal of Curriculum & Instruction meet
regularly with the coordinator of the National Louis program to ensure hot topic discussions, and mentor
relationships are building teacher expertise in high-priority areas. This year, though funding was cut, two
teacher-leaders have continued to build upon this program. All teachers are now working with the new
Teaching 4 Learning Framework (a teacher-effectiveness rubric based on Charlotte Danielson’s model) as a
guide to hone in on powerful areas to target and develop effective teaching practices.
Solution orientation. On a recent visit to Fenger, United States Attorney General Eric Holder met with
students to talk about their impression of the turnaround effort. One of the strong messages from students
was their impression of the school staff’s incredible efforts to make Fenger High School and its students a
success. OSI staff documented the conversation:
Students spoke of the long hours, the before- and after-school tutoring and mentoring support, how security
function more as guides rather than policing students, and how the adults in the school never give up on them.
Two students, Tatiana and Stephanie, gave a specific example: “Mr. Towns helps us learn math by teaching
us songs to help remember formulas and learn concepts.” The two young ladies then sang “the quadratic
formula song” to Mr. Holder2.
Ms. Dozier has encouraged all her staff to be “solution-oriented,” going above and beyond to resolve
challenges that pose barriers to student success. Coming to the table with a “we’ve done everything we can”
attitude is not sufficient. There must always be a continuous focus on developing new ideas to combat the
obstacles that are faced. For example, to improve attendance, one counselor works with a student advocate to
call frequently tardy 9th graders with a morning phone calls—one for the students and one for the parent. An
additional 50 percent of students contacted arrive at school on time. When a parent answers the phone, the
likelihood of on-time arrival increases 80 percent. A variety of incentives are created to keep 9th graders
motivated and on track to graduate, including a Red Carpet Dance and other creative programming to keep
kids motivated and engaged. A teacher overseeing credit-recovery efforts regularly visits students’ homes and
meets with families to emphasize the importance of attending courses and recovering credits for graduation.
Due to these efforts, the number of students recovering course credits has tripled.

OSI website, “News and Announcements”:
http://www.cpsturnaround.org/apps/news/show_news.jsp?REC_ID=196522&id=0
2
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SOURCES
OSI website: http://www.cpsturnaround.org/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=106212&type=d
Fenger Scorecard: http://www.cps.edu/Schools/Pages/school.aspx?unit=1310
Ahmed, Azam. “Moving Fenger Forward.” http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2010-04-18/news/ct-metreturn-to-fenger-20100416_1_fenger-derrion-albert-youth-violence.
Interview with Liz Dozier, July 5, 2011.
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MARSHALL: QUICK FACTS

Profile: Marshall High
School

SCHOOL TYPE: Comprehensive High School
GRADES: 9-12
LOCATION: Chicago, IL
SIZE (2010-11): 1,200 students
DEMOGRAPHICS (‘10-‘11): 91.8% low income,
99.5% African-American, 25% special
education
 SCHOOL DAY (2010-11): 6.5 hours/day (8:00
a.m. – 2:35 p.m.)
 AVERAGE CORE CLASS SIZE: 27 students






OVERVIEW
Marshall High School was designated for
turnaround in February of 2010 and slated to
open its doors as an OSI turnaround school at
the start of the 2010-11 school year. At the start
of the first year of turnaround, just 5 percent of
students were meeting or exceeding the state
standard in reading, and 2 percent were meeting or exceeding the standard in math. Less than a third of
freshmen were on track to graduate, the one-year drop-out rate was 19 percent, and the average attendance
rate was 54 percent. One year into turnaround, early indicators show signs of significant improvement:
Attendance has risen to 75 percent, and 79 percent of freshmen are on track to graduate.

]

An interim principal replaced Marshall’s existing principal from February to the end of the 2009-10 school
year. This helped ensure that the OSI team had the full support of the school’s leadership as they analyzed
student performance, transcripts, and discipline data to build school schedules, develop programming, and
identify the highest-risk students for targeted interventions. Kenyatta Stansberry, the principal at Harper High
School (one of OSI’s first turnaround schools) was chosen to be the full-time principal and leader of the
school’s turnaround effort.
IMPLEMENTATION OF DISTRICT STRATEGY
On the first day of school, Marshall’s 750-member student body arrived to not just a new principal, but an
updated school facility and an all-new staff. All of these factors contributed to a massive effort to create a
new culture in the building. Among her many other roles, Ms. Stansberry is the leader of this renewed culture.
She cites building relationships with students, parents, and teachers as one of her most essential jobs as
school leader, a job which she does before, during, and after school. Early in the year, she identified ten
students who created consistent disciplinary issues, and began meeting with them once a week. She is known
to monitor Facebook in the evenings, and she once used Chicago Transit Authority video footage to identify
and punish Marshall students who got into a fight on a CTA bus. She then asked school security guards to
begin riding the bus to prevent further incidents.
Culture and climate. One key aspect of building a renewed culture of teaching and learning has been
increasing the school’s 54 percent attendance rate. Ms. Calhoun, the head of the attendance office, has tried
many different efforts to get students to school on time, adjusting her efforts based on regular collection of
data on what is working. One of the more successful strategies has been narrowing focus to students who are
chronically late or absent and delivering 6:30 a.m. wake-up calls to those students or sending a student
advocate to their homes to check-in on the way to school. Ms. Calhoun also created the “Calhoun
Challenge,” asking chronically absent students to sign a contract pledging to come to school for ten days
straight. The most important thing, Ms. Calhoun reflects in a recent Wall Street Journal article profiling
Marshall’s efforts, is the relationship her office establishes with a student: "The kids who make a connection
to… adults in this office are the ones who keep coming back."
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Engaging before- and after-school activities managed by the school’s activities director are another big part of
building culture and encouraging attendance. Activities are developed based on a survey of student interest.
One of the lessons Ms. Stansberry brought from her work at Harper was that incorporating student voice was
crucial to the success of enrichment programming. Before-school basketball has been one of the most
popular activities, drawing many students and getting them to school on time.
Student time, attention, and support. Marshall runs on the standard OSI block schedule with early release
on Wednesdays. To try to mitigate the performance effects of low attendance at the beginning of the day,
subjects in first and last periods rotate positions over the course of the week (e.g., a student’s math course
might meet in period one at the beginning of the week and in period four at the end of the week).
And like all OSI schools, Marshall has taken deliberate steps to support freshmen—scheduling them for
double the time in ELA and math, and ensuring teachers are meeting to problem-solve and identify struggling
students for academic and/or social-emotional interventions. In addition to these standard OSI supports,
Marshall’s leadership has decided to deliberately set freshmen apart. They all take classes in the same wing of
the school and go to lunch together. Freshman students also receive bi-weekly progress reports and parents
are required to pick up report cards three times opposed to two as mandated by the district.
The average 10th to 12th grade student at Marshall takes each of four core subjects and three electives. Time
on reading is increased by integrating reading instruction into social studies courses. However, Ms. Stansberry
notes that there are few typical students. Most 10th to 12th graders are behind in accumulating the required
credits for graduation, and so spend time during school, after-school, or on Saturdays taking credit-recovery
courses. Any student who is failing a course after the first semester is required to attend credit recovery.
At first, getting students to come to the courses they needed after school posed a significant challenge. Ms.
Stansberry held parent meetings at the school to explain to parents and students the importance of
attendance, but there was still resistance and attendance was too low. Marshall staff surveyed students and
found they didn’t want to attend credit-recovery because it interfered with their after-school enrichment
activities, so classes were shifted to Saturday. With this shift, Marshall hit its target for attendance in creditrecovery, with over 50 percent of students identified obtaining the necessary credits before the end of the
school year. Ms. Stanberry expects efforts to be even more successful next year as the expectation of
attendance becomes part of the culture among students and parents.
Average class size at Marshal is around 27 students, and the average teacher has a lunch period, two prep
periods, and teaches five different classes, seeing around 130 different students every week. Freshmen math
and ELA teachers usually see fewer total students because most students are double-blocked, taking two
periods with the same teacher. To ensure students have opportunities to develop more personal relationships
with students, there is a daily advisory period (15 minutes four times per week and 45 minutes once per
week). The school’s activities director leads an advisory team made up of teachers, counselors, deans and
other support personnel that meets regularly to make decisions about the content of the advisory time. Last
year, the period was used to cover skills that would equip students to respond to real-life situations such as
conflict resolution, applying for a job, and preparing for college.
Teaching effectiveness. According to Ms. Stansberry, the greatest teaching-effectiveness challenge that
Marshall faces is classroom management, which often interferes with implementation of effective
14
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instructional strategies. Also, it has sometimes been a challenge to ensure teachers receive high-impact
professional development on effective instruction during collaborative time, as using time for this purpose
represents a significant shift in expectation from more traditional “department meetings” during which time
is often spent on logistics. OSI is working to establish more clarity around what should happen during
collaborative time for the 2011-12 school year.
Leadership. The Marshall leadership team meets weekly to problem-solve around such challenges—using a
system called Easy Rhythm to monitor and work on individual and school priorities. The school receives
support from the OSI offices as well. Ms. Stansberry reflects that one of the unique challenges of being a
turnaround leader is that you have such a large team of people to manage—above, below, and around you.
But overall, she thinks the additional support is good. She knows she has support when she needs it, and
while the OSI approach to turnaround is fairly standardized, she feels she has been able to earn the autonomy
she needs to be successful because OSI leadership knows she is capable of doing the job.
SOURCES
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304665904576381763818188984.html
http://www.marshallmetrohighschool.org/about/principal.jsp
Interview with Kenyatta Stansberry, June 27, 2011.
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Appendix A
CPS indicators of turnaround success

Metric
Student Attendance
Rate

Χ

Number of Level 1-6 Misconducts
Out-of-School Suspensions
Violent & Drug Misconducts
Level 4-6 Misconducts / 100 Students

Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ

% Freshmen On-Track
to Graduate
High School
One-Year Drop Out Rate
% Making Expected EPAS Gains /
Composite
% Making Expected EPAS Gains / Math
% Making Expected EPAS Gains /
Reading
% Making Expected EPAS Gains /
Science
% Making Expected EPAS Gains / English
ACT
Composite Ave.
% Students Scoring over 20 on ACT
Work-keys % at 5 Plus
PSAE
Composite M/E
PSAE
Math M/E
PSAE
Reading M/E
PSAE
Science M/E
Post-Secondary (% of graduating
Students Enrolled in College)
Read 180 SRI
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Leading
indicator

Lagging
indicator

Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
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Appendix B
OSI Turnaround Model
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Appendix C
Hiring Process Overview
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Appendix D
School Schedules

Sample Freshman Student Schedule
Period (length)
A-Day (Mon/Thurs)

B-Day (Tues/Fri)

1 (90)
ADV (15)
2 (90)
3 (90)
4 (90)

Algebra I
Advisory
English (or Read 180)
Lunch & PE (45 min each)
Science

Algebra I
Advisory
English
Lunch & PE (45 min each)
Social Studies

Sample 10th-12th Grade Student Schedule
Period (length)
A-Day (Mon/Thurs)
1 (90)
ADV (15)
2 (90)
3 (90)
4 (90)

Math
Advisory
Social Studies
Lunch & English (45 min
each)
Elective

Sample Teacher Schedule
Period (length)
A-Day (Mon/Thurs)
1 (90)
ADV (15)
2 (90)
3 (90)
4 (90)
Early-Release (90)

Teaching
Advisory
Teaching
Lunch & English (45 min
each)
Planning (Department or
Course Team)
N/A
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B-Day (Tues/Fri)
Elective
Advisory
Science
Lunch & English (45 min
each)
Elective

Early-Release Day
(Wed)
Students take all classes
for 30 minutes each and
have a 45-minute
advisory period

Early-Release Day
(Wed)
Students take all classes
for 30 minutes each and
have a 45 minute
advisory period
(released 70 min early)

B-Day (Tues/Fri)

Early-Release Day
(Wed)

Teaching
Advisory
Teaching
Lunch & English (45 min
each)
Planning (Individual)



N/A






Teach 5 30-min
blocks
Plan 2 30-min
blocks
Lunch 1 30-min
block
Meet in shared
student teams
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Appendix E
School Staffing Model
Year 1: 100% Support
Position

OMB/
Quota**

Principal

1

Assistant Principal

1

District
Dept

Building
Budget

OST

Extra $
(K)

1

$136

4

$389

5

$363

3

$229

2

$152

2

$187

Career Development Facilitator

1

$97

Turnaround Interventionist

3

$375

3

$198

10

$455

Deans#
General Ed Teachers

50

Literacy Program Teachers
SpEd Teachers

15

OSS / Behavioral Health Support
Team

2.5^

CLMBB & Tech Coordinator
Librarian

1

Counselor

3

School Clerk / Business Mgr.

2

School Clerk Assistant
SpEd Aide

1.5
8

7

Student Advocates / ISPD
Aide (Library/Health)
Security Personnel
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Year 2: 100% Support
Position

OMB/
Quota**

Principal

1

Assistant Principal

1

District
Dept

Building
Budget

OST

Extra $
(K)

1

$143

3

$306

5

$381

3

$240

2

$160

3

$295

Career Development Facilitator

1

$102

Turnaround Interventionist

3

$375

3

$208

8

$382

Deans#
General Ed Teachers

50

Literacy Program Teachers
SpEd Teachers

15

OSS / Behavioral Health Support Team

2.5^

CLMBB & Tech Coordinator
Librarian

1

Counselor

3

School Clerk / Business Mgr.

2

School Clerk Assistant
SpEd Aide

1.5
8

7

Student Advocates / ISPD
Aide (Library/Health)
Security Personnel
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Year 3: 80% Support
Position

OMB/
Quota**

Principal

1

Assistant Principal

1

District
Dept

Building
Budget

Deans#
General Ed Teachers

50

Literacy Program Teachers
SpEd Teachers

OST

Extra $
(K)

1

$150

3

$321

5

$400

3

$252

2

$168

2

$206

1

$107

3

$218

5

$250

15

OSS / Behavioral Health Support Team

2.5^

CLMBB & Tech Coordinator
Librarian

1

Counselor

3

Career Development Facilitator
Turnaround Interventionist
School Clerk / Business Mgr.

2

School Clerk Assistant
SpEd Aide

1.5
8

7

Student Advocates / ISPD
Aide (Library/Health)
Security Personnel
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Year 4: 50% Support
Position

OMB/
Quota**

Principal

1

Assistant Principal

1

District
Dept

Building
Budget

Deans#
General Ed Teachers

50

Literacy Program Teachers
SpEd Teachers

OST

Extra $
(K)

2

$225

4

$320

2

$176

1

$88

1

$109

1

$107

1

$73

3

$158

15

OSS / Behavioral Health Support Team

2.5^

CLMBB & Tech Coordinator
Librarian

1

Counselor

3

Career Development Facilitator
Turnaround Interventionist
School Clerk / Business Mgr.

2

School Clerk Assistant
SpEd Aide

1.5
8

7

Student Advocates / ISPD
Aide (Library/Health)
Security Personnel
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Year 5: 25% Support
Position

OMB/
Quota**

Principal

1

Assistant Principal

1

District
Dept

Building
Budget

Deans#
General Ed Teachers

50

Literacy Program Teachers
SpEd Teachers

OST

Extra $
(K)

1

$118

2.5

$210

1

$93

1

$88

1

$107

1

$73

15

OSS / Behavioral Health Support Team

2.5^

CLMBB & Tech Coordinator
Librarian

1

Counselor

3

Career Development Facilitator
Turnaround Interventionist
School Clerk / Business Mgr.

2

School Clerk Assistant
SpEd Aide

1.5
8

7

Student Advocates / ISPD
Aide (Library/Health)
Security Personnel
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